
ABSTRACT
This paper identifies instruments and measures that

may be appropriate for randomized clinical trials in par-
ticipants with autism spectrum disorders (ASDs). The
Clinical Global Impressions scale was recommended for
all randomized clinical trials. At this point, however,
there is no “perfect” choice of outcome measure for core
features of autism, although we will discuss five mea-
sures of potential utility. Several communication instru-
ments are recommended, based in part on suitability
across the age range. In trials where the intention is to
alter core features of ASDs, adaptive behavior scales
are also worthy of consideration. Several “behavior
complexes” common to ASDs are identified, and
instruments are recommended for assessment of these.
Given the prevalence of cognitive impairment in ASDs,
it is important to assess any cognitive effects, although
cognitive data from ASD randomized clinical trials,
thus far, are minimal. Guidance from trials in related
pharmacologic areas and behavioral pharmacology may
be helpful. We recommend routine elicitation of side
effects, height and weight, vital signs, and (in the case
of antipsychotics) extrapyramidal side-effects assess-
ment. It is often appropriate to include laboratory tests
and assessments for continence and sleep pattern.
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FOCUS POINTS
• Marked variability in age and levels of adaptive func-

tioning often make selection of assessment tools for
randomized clinical trials a challenging task.

• At our current level of refinement, no definitive
instrument has been identified for assessing core
features of autism, but five tools worthy of consid-
eration were identified for future work.

• Choice of assessment instruments for language
and communication should be largely dependent
on the participant’s developmental level.

• Common types of comorbid challenging behaviors
include irritability; hyperactivity; compulsive, ritu-
alistic, and perseverative behavior; excessive anxi-
ety; and self-injury. Suitable instruments for
assessing these are identified.

• For assessing cognitive function, the major chal-
lenge usually is finding tasks that are attractive to
participants and which participants can success-
fully perform.

• Given that psychotropic agents are often pre-
scribed for extended periods, frequently in chil-
dren and adolescents, it is best to err on the side
of safety and to probe specifically for side effects
in randomized clinical trials.
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INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we briefly review representative

measures of treatment response for possible use in
randomized clinical trials. Our goal is not to conduct
an exhaustive review of the existing literature, but
rather to provide a starting point for continuing dis-
cussion and development. Although we have made a
sincere effort to identify measures that may be sensi-
tive indicators of treatment effects (and to be consis-
tent with other reviews where present), our efforts
inevitably also reflect our personal experiences and
biases. The authors of this article were recruited in
two groups. The first group comprised a number of
researchers and clinicians approached by Cure
Autism Now (CAN) based on recommendations
from clinical researchers, their known clinical experi-
ence, and/or publication track record. This
“Outcomes Committee” met with several other com-
mittees, who collectively comprised CAN’s Autism
Clinical Trials Task Force, in Santa Monica,
California, in March, 2002. The second group was
co-opted by the Outcomes Committee to expand the
committee and reduce possible areas of deficiency
within the committee. This resulted in the 10 indi-
viduals who are the authors of this article. Besides the
face-to-face meeting in Santa Monica, the commit-
tee met via conference calls and through a series of 
E-mail communications.

OBJECTIVES OF THE TRIAL
A primary consideration in designing randomized

clinical trials in autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) is
to determine the objective of the trial. One aim
could be to alter the very course of the disorder. The
other, far more common aim is to modify impairing
behaviors associated with ASDs. Although psy-
chopharmacologists have been studying therapies for
autism for over 50 years, it is important to note 
that there are currently no Food and Drug
Administration-approved indications for the treat-
ment of autism or associated behavior problems for
any agent. In this paper, we discuss both approaches
in the sections that follow. Regardless of the objec-
tive, one measure that should be universal in all ASD
clinical trials is the Clinical Global Impressions scale
(CGI), which has two key domains: the Severity and
Improvement subscales.1 It is common to obtain
CGI-Severity scores at the beginning and end-point
of a trial, whereas the CGI-Improvement scale
should be used to measure change during the trial and
at the endpoint. Raters should use the CGI to assess
all behavior of the participants (in as many contexts
as possible) so that the score is truly a reflection of

the participant’s global functioning. The CGI can be
used to reflect both changes in core autism symptoms
and in comorbid behaviors or specific symptom clus-
ters (eg, aggression) as well.

OUTCOME MEASURES FOR 
CORE AUTISTIC SYMPTOMS

Core autistic symptoms include qualitative deficits
in social interaction; restricted, repetitive, and stereo-
typed patterns of behavior, interests, or activities; and
deficits in communication and language. There are
no universally accepted outcome measures developed
for measuring changes in core symptoms from treat-
ment, and there are no drug products currently
approved for the treatment of this disorder.
Nevertheless, investigators have made attempts at
quantifying such changes by using some of the follow-
ing measures.

Global Symptoms of Autism
These measures include the Autism Diagnostic

Observation Scale-G (ADOS-G),2 the Childhood
Autism Rating Scale (CARS),3,4 the Social
Responsiveness Scale,5 the Matson Evaluation of
Social Skills in Youngsters (MESSY),6 the Gilliam
Autism Rating Scale (GARS),7 the Ritvo-Freeman
Real Life Rating Scale for Autism (RLRS),8 and the
Autism Behavior Rating Scale.9 Besides the MESSY
and the Ritvo-Freeman Scale, all were primarily
designed for diagnostic purposes rather than for
assessing effects of therapeutic agents. We employed
an A to C ranking procedure to score the available
instruments for assessing core features of autism in
randomized clinical trials. We only assigned a grade
of B or lower for all of these instruments because all
appear to have at least some deficiencies. This deci-
sion is not intended to denigrate any of the instru-
ments available; it merely reflects the fact that tools
developed for other reasons are not ideally suited for
pharmacologic purposes. Although this article
addresses measures for the range of ASDs, in the
interest of brevity, we only discuss autism scales.
These instruments are discussed in the next section.

Deficits of Social Interaction
Recently, there has been some attempts at develop-

ing or adapting scales to rate change in social behav-
ior over the course of a randomized clinical trial.
ADOS-G,2 is a standardized protocol for observing
social and communicative behavior in children, ado-
lescents, and adults suspected of having an ASD. The
ADOS-G consists of standard activities that allow the
examiner to observe the occurrence or absence of
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behavior relevant to the diagnosis of ASDs across
developmental levels. Ratings are based on a series of
structured and semi-structured “presses” (or prompts)
for social interaction and communication, and cut-off
criteria are ascertained using a diagnostic algorithm.
Administration time is ~45 minutes.

There are four modules to the ADOS-G: Module
1 is for children who are nonverbal or do not consis-
tently use three-word phrases; Module 2 is for chil-
dren with expressive language skills between 30- and
47-months of age; Modules 3 and 4 is for individuals
with expressive language skills at 48 months of age.
Module 3 has a greater emphasis on the use of toys,
whereas Module 4 focuses more on interview ques-
tions. Although primarily a diagnostic scale, the
ADOS-G has been used in a few randomized clinical
trials to assess social and communication behavior
over a relatively short interval.10-12 At this point it is
not clear if the ADOS-G would provide a sensitive
assessment of change if a truly therapeutic agent were
being tested because these trials had negative out-
comes. As the ADOS-G was developed primarily for
diagnosis, it is probable that scores will tend to be sta-
ble over time. It is difficult to integrate the four mod-
ules when using the scale to determine outcome, as
the modules are not completely compatible with one
another when determining the extent of a child’s
impairment. Reliability on this measure is difficult
and time consuming to establish, but the strict relia-
bility standards required by the instrument’s develop-
ers is also a strength.

The CARS3,4 has been translated and validated in
several languages and used in numerous published
studies. It was designed as a diagnostic instrument for
young children and was intended to be completed by
clinicians following behavioral observations. It has
also been used with adolescents and adults13 and as an
informant-based rating scale.14 The CARS contains
15 areas rated on a seven-point Likert scale. The first
14 areas represent different domains of child func-
tioning, while the last item is a global rating of
autism. Ratings are done on a four-point scale (nor-
mal to severely abnormal). Midpoints are used when
the child’s behavior falls between the descriptors used
as anchor points. Individuals are designated as Not
Autistic to Severely Autistic, depending on the total
score and number of items scored as severely abnor-
mal. The CARS can be a difficult scale on which to
achieve interrater reliability, it does not have a stan-
dardized series of prompts, and each rater is on his/her
own to create a mental picture of the “normal child
of equivalent age,” which is the basis of the rating.
Reliability standards and coding criteria are less well

developed than those of the ADOS-G. Also, some
items (eg, Taste) are hard to ascertain in the short
assessment period and carry equal weight to core
symptoms in the scoring. The CARS has no sub-
scales, so it is not optimal for an randomized clinical
trial in which the drug is expected to target a single
core area or symptom.

In general, reliability, criterion validity, and con-
struct validity appear to be good.3,4,15-18 The CARS is
widely used for screening and diagnostic purposes, but
it was not designed to measure behavior change.
Although some studies have reported that certain
areas may be sensitive to change,13,15 the subjective
nature of the ratings, broadly defined categories, and
(perhaps) lack of normative data may reduce the
scale’s appeal.

The Social Responsiveness Scale5 was introduced
to assess social deficits in ASDs.5,19,20 This scale is a
65-item informant-rated assessment scale that
requires ~15–20 minutes to complete. The instru-
ment measures both specific and observable items for
social behavior and social language use, as well as
characteristics of ASDs. Some psychometric proper-
ties have been reported; intraclass correlation coeffi-
cients for reliability were about 0.80, and interrater
reliability was ~0.75 for various informants.5 This
scale is relatively new and time will tell whether it is
useful for assessing changes in social interaction in
randomized clinical trials.

The Gilliam Autism Rating Scale (GARS)7,21

consists of 56 items divided into four subscales
(Social Interaction, Communication, Stereotyped
Behaviors, and Developmental Disturbances). The
items are rated on a four-point scale (0=never to
3=frequently observed) based on a 6-hour observa-
tion period. The scores are then added together for
each subscale, and across all subscales and rated as to
probability of having an ASD. Some workers have
challenged the accuracy of GARS for diagnosis of
children with milder presentation of autism,22 but the
GARS does have a method for grading intermediate
changes. The GARS could be sensitive to subtle
changes, but given its uncertain sensitivity for diag-
nosis, it is unclear whether it would miss important
autistic symptoms. The design of the scale is appro-
priate for repeated use, but some items do not appear
to be appropriately subgrouped (eg, play and repeti-
tive behavior appear in Social Interactions subscale).
Overall, this scale has some potential, but additional
sensitivity and further psychometric data are needed.

Another of the informant-rated scales for the
social dimension is the MESSY.6 The MESSY was
designed to obtain information regarding an array of
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social skills. It has been used to assess acquisition of
social skills for deaf children. The scale was evaluated
in one comparison study of typical and autistic chil-
dren and found to distinguish between these two
groups.21 Another version (Matson Evaluation of
Social Skills in the Severely Retarded [MESSIER])
was used to evaluate adults with profound mental
retardation with and without ASDs; the MESSIER
distinguished between the groups with and without
ASDs.23 It has not been used in any published autism
randomized clinical trials to date, and its drug sensi-
tivity is unknown. Also, we are not aware of reliabil-
ity and validity data. Its administration time is 
~10 minutes. As the MESSIER focuses on social
skills, it warrants further attention in ASD trials.

We did not feel that the Autism Behavior
Checklist9,24 should be recommended as an outcome
measure for randomized clinical trials. Each of its
items is simply endorsed or not (0 or 1), leaving little
room for intermediate change over time and for
detecting subtle changes. We also declined to recom-
mend the RLRS.8 Difficulties that have emerged
include problems in obtaining interrater reliability,
administering the scale consistently over time, and
structuring the observation period to probe for all
included behaviors. The RLRS does seem to assess a
good range of social skills.

Restricted Interests and Repetitive Behavior
Although this is one of the core domains, it is also

considered a comorbid target behavior in many treat-
ment trials. Restricted interests are covered to some
extent by the ADOS-G. Scales for assessing rituals,
compulsive behavior, and stereotypies are addressed
in the section on comorbid target behaviors in the
following sections.

Communication Impairment
Because communication deficits comprise a core

aspect of ASDs, their assessment warrants considera-
tion for most clinical trials with ASDs.
Communication is not addressed again in the section
(below) on cognitive assessment, but it should be
noted that some measures of communication may be
good ways to assess cognitive outcomes as well. Care
should be taken to select an instrument that is sensi-
tive to the small changes that typically occur over the
short time-frame of most clinical trials (usually weeks
or a few months), so that if communication gains are
noted during the trial, the instrument will be able to
detect them. As with IQ tests (discussed below), if a
particular communication measure can only assess
developmental changes greater than a few months, it

probably will not be treatment sensitive. Because of
the interface between cognition and communication,
it is important to separate the influence of communi-
cation deficits on cognitive abilities among children
with ASD.

Assessing Communication
An excellent review of the areas of communica-

tion that can be reliably assessed and the common
measures for such assessment is provided by an
authoritative chapter that we will draw heavily
upon.25 We shall discuss the structure of communica-
tion and provide cautions relevant to assessing com-
munication in ASDs.

Prelinguistic Communication
Forms of pre-linguistic communication include

babbling during the first year of life,25,26 joint atten-
tion,27 and pointing. Protoimperative pointing is the
action typically used to request objects, whereas pro-
todeclarative pointing is an action used to draw
attention to an object or comment on the object.
The motor planning or motor development for point-
ing might be impaired in children with autism, a
finding relevant to assessment techniques requiring
children to point in order to respond.

Linguistic Communication
Linguistic communication traditionally comprises

phonology (the sounds of a language), prosody
(rhythm and intonation), morphology (the combina-
tion of morphemes, which are the smallest units of
meaning in a language), syntax (rules for combining
words into phrases and sentence), semantics (mean-
ings associated with words), pragmatics (the situa-
tional contexts within which utterances are made,
including the knowledge and beliefs of the speaker
and the relation between speaker and listener), and
discourse (the combination of words into sentences,
sentences into paragraphs, and paragraphs into narra-
tives). The vast majority of standardized assessments
of linguistic communication assess morphology and
syntax (eg, word inflection, sentence and phrase con-
struction) and semantics (eg, vocabulary). Fewer
assess phonology, prosody, pragmatics, or discourse.

When selecting communication assessments for
use in randomized clinical trials we provide two gen-
eral recommendations. First, assessment instruments
that are comprehensive across ages (eg, scales that
range from early childhood across adolescence or
beyond) might be preferable to those that are limited
to a smaller age range. Secondly, a careful assessment
of the presence and the extent of any motor planning
dysfunction should be made prior to selection of 
any communication assessment, as motor planning
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dysfunction can complicate assessment of many
behaviors, communication, and cognition.

Recommended Tests: Prelinguistic
Communication
There are two scales that may be useful in assess-

ing prelinguistic communications skills. These tools
are the Early Social Communication Scales,27 obser-
vation schedule, which might be inappropriate for
older children, and Rosetti Infant Toddler Language
Scale, a care-provider interview.

Recommended Tests: Linguistic
Communication
For linguistic communication assessment, there

are several options. The Peabody Picture Vocabulary
Test, Version III is for 2–90+ years of age with an
average 15-minutes administration time.28 The
Expressive Vocabulary Test is for patients 2–90+ years
of age and administration averages 15 minutes.29 For
patients 3–21 years of age, there is the
Comprehensive Assessment of Spoken Language,
which has an average administration time of 
30–45 minutes.30 The Clinical Evaluation of
Language Fundamentals—Revised and Clinical
Evaluation of Language Fundamentals Preschool is
useful for assessing individuals 5–21 years of age; it
has an average 30–45 minutes administration time.31

Finally, there is the Clinical Evaluation of Language
Fundamentals-Preschool for 3–6 years of age.32

Whereas these are good clinical assessment tools,
it is not yet known whether these are sensitive to
treatment effects. On some of these instruments,
changes on a few items corresponds to months of
developmental change, which may compromise their
sensitivity in brief clinical trials.

Adaptive Behavior
Subaverage adaptive behavior is not listed as a

core symptom of autism, but adaptive behavior
deficits are seen in the vast majority of individuals
with ASDs. There are three well-established adap-
tive behavior scales commonly used in this popula-
tion. One is the Vineland Adaptive Behavior
Scales,33 another is the Scales of Independent
Behavior–Revised (SIB–R),34 and the third is the
American Association on Mental Retardation
Adaptive Behavior Scale.35 These are semi-struc-
tured informant interviews that assess an individ-
ual’s daily functioning. They can be administered to
a caretaker/family member or teachers. The
Vineland has been recently normed on individuals
with autism.36 These scales are primarily designed
for diagnostic and prognostic purposes, and they are
unlikely to show change in short-term treatment 

studies. The Vineland was used in two autism 
pharmacological studies, but the results did not
show changes with the agents assessed.10,37 The
Vineland is under revision and, according to the
publisher’s website, the Vineland-II is expected to
be available in 2005 (http://www.agsnet.com/assess-
ments/vineland2.asp).

The Assessment of Basic Language and Learning
Skills (ABLLS)38 is a criterion referenced skill-
tracking system designed to assess a variety of lan-
guage and daily living skills. It was also designed to
account for a child’s motivation to respond, ability
to attend to a variety of environmental stimuli and
generalize  skills, and tendency to use those skills
spontaneously. Most of the ABLLS items were
designed for children functioning at or below that
of a typical child 5 years of age. For this reason, the
ABLLS may be a reasonably good assessment for
children with moderate to severe symptoms of
autism, as its items appear to assess relatively fine
steps in development. The new National Institute
of Mental Health (NIMH) Research Units in
Pediatric Psychopharmacology and Psychosocial
Intervention (RUPP-PI) Autism Network is
attempting to assess adaptive behavior as one out-
come measure in a study of atypical antipsychotic
medicine and parent management training. The
RUPP-PI has adopted the ABLLS as one outcome
measure. Because the ABLLS addresses behavior
usually seen in quite young children, the RUPP-PI
decided to create an upward extension so that it
will be relevant to older participants as well.

Standardized Rating Instruments for
Comorbid Maladaptive Behavior

Besides the use of therapies for altering the course
of core features of ASDs, the more common type of
pharmacological trial is to manage disruptive and/or
emotional behaviors. Extreme irritability, hyperactiv-
ity, perseverative behaviors, and anxiety are some key
areas. Although there is a growing literature on con-
ventional psychiatric syndromes in individuals with
ASDs, in the authors’ view, it is seldom possible to
make simple comorbid diagnoses for most individuals
with ASDs (even when there are significant comor-
bid emotional or problem behavior). For this reason,
we focused on “behavior complexes” and tried to find
the best assessments for each. The complexes chosen
include the following: irritability; hyperactivity; com-
pulsive, ritualistic, and perseverative behavior; anxi-
ety; and self-injury (a subset of perseverative
behavior). Each of these terms is defined in Table 1,
where various instruments are summarized.
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We encountered at least three challenges in trying
to identify suitable instruments. First, there is a 
small data base in autism from which to make 
recommendations. Second, children with ASDs are
being much more commonly diagnosed today, with
greater variability in their intellectual abilities. Third,
ASDs occur over the life span, so that covering all pos-
sible combinations of behavior complex, functional
level, and age is a tall order. For children and adoles-
cents with normal/near-normal IQ, it may be sensible
to employ relevant portions of the Early Childhood
Inventory (ECI; preschool ages),39 Child Symptom
Inventory (CSI; 5–12 years of age),40 or Adolescent
Symptom Inventory (ASI),41 all of which include all
sections of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
Mental Disorder, Fourth Edition (DSM-IV)42 relevant to
children. For participants with mental retardation, it
makes more sense to adopt instruments created for
people with developmental disabilities (particularly as
the severity of intellectual handicap increases).

Most of the instruments discussed here have been
reviewed in greater detail elsewhere.43-45 Table 1 con-
tains our best attempt to identify suitable instruments
for autism clinical trials, where we have made some
attempt to determine whether the instrument has
been assessed psychometrically. In the “Reliability”
columns, I-R refers to the existence of interrater relia-
bility data, IC refers to internal consistency, and 
T-T refers to test-retest data. In the “Validity”
columns, Cn refers to presence of construct validity,
and Cr means that criterion group validity data exist.
Construct validity was used to refer to the presence of
factor analytic derivation or a compelling link to an
accepted nosological system, such as the DSM-IV.
Criterion group validity refers to whether the instru-
ment has been found successfully to discriminate
between clinical groups. These ratings were based on
several authors’ (M.G.A., L.L., K.G.) familiarity with
the field and reflect our best scientific judgment,
based on our familiarity with psychometric work and
on previous published reviews.43-45 Such a process is
nevertheless somewhat subjective. All psychometric
data pertain to individuals with ASD or mental retar-
dation. A notation that an instrument was assessed
for reliability or validity does not indicate that the
outcome was necessarily good; it merely means that
the psychometric work was done. The “Limitations”
column was used to signify concerns about a given
scale. The “Outcome Studies” column is presented to
indicate whether any outcome work has been done
with ASD participants (usually in clinical trials).
This is obviously a minimal standard. The only
instruments known to us to have been used 

repeatedly in the ASD field are the Aberrant Behavior
Checklist (ABC)46 and (less so) the Yale-Brown
Obsessive-Compulsive Scale and its close relative, the
Children’s Yale-Brown Obsessive-Compulsive Scale.47

In this section, we suggest several instruments for
consideration in autism randomized clinical trials. In
the interest of brevity, they are listed here. When
convenient, we refer to them by abbreviations in
Table 1. The instruments are: ABC;46 Anxiety,
Depression, and Mood Scale;48 Behavior Problems
Inventory;49 the Children’s Yale-Brown Obsessive-
Compulsive Scale and the Yale-Brown Obsessive-
Compulsive Scale;47,50 the adapted Children’s
Psychiatric Rating Scale;51 Developmental Behaviour
Checklist;52 Diagnostic Assessment for the Severely
Handicapped—Version II;53 ECI/CSI/ASI;39-41

Emotional Disorders Rating Scale;54 Fear Survey for
Children—Revised55,56 [and Fear Survey for Children
with and without Mental Retardation];57 Nisonger
Child Behavior Rating Form;58,59 Preschool Behavior
Questionnaire;60,61 Repetitive Behavior Scale—
Revised;62 Self Injurious Behavior Questionnaire;63

and the Stereotypic Behavior Scale.64

In general, an “A” indicates that the measure is
highly recommended for the target behavior, whereas
a “B” signifies less enthusiasm. Hence, the ABC and
Developmental Behaviour Checklist were most
strongly recommended for assessing irritability. The
ABC, the Nisonger Child Behavior Rating Form,
and (contingent on IQ) ECI/CSI-4 were recom-
mended for assessing hyperactivity. We did not have
a top-line recommendation for compulsive/persevera-
tive behavior or for assessing anxiety. The Behavior
Problems Inventory was recommended for assessing
self-injury. These ratings have to be viewed as some-
what tentative, as the objectives of the study may
alter the investigator’s choice.

Assessing Cognition in Autism
Evaluating cognition in children with ASDs is chal-

lenging for several reasons. First, these children may vary
markedly in IQ, with previous reports (which have been
disputed in some sectors) of up to 75% of children with
autism having mental retardation.42 Second, the core
deficits in ASDs often prevent adherence to standard
test protocols. Lack of language, noncompliant behavior,
and impaired object use may depress performance.65

IQ tests can be a foundation for identifying a popula-
tion for study, but it would not be expected that IQ tests
would be effective outcome measures because develop-
mental processes underlying the growth of cognition
evolve slowly over time and are resistant to rapid
change. One criticism of many popular IQ tests is that
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their basal scores is too high to establish reliable mea-
surements in children with IQs <50.66 A test, such as
the Leiter International Performance Test-Revised,67

can be useful for identifying children who can be strati-
fied into subgroups for study rather than aggregating
children (ie, assuming equal ability across the sample).
There are really two traditions for testing in children

with developmental disabilities. One might be
described as a “neuropsychological” approach, whereas
the other might be called the “pharmacological tradi-
tion.” The former has its roots in assessing for strengths
and weaknesses and usually employs tests having
norms, whereas the latter often uses automated equip-
ment and often does not have norms.
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TABLE 1. INSTRUMENTS FOR ASSESSING TARGET SYMPTOMS OFTEN ASSOCIATED WITH ASDS

Constellation/Scale Name (Subscale) [Age Groups] Recommendation Reliability
Irritability*
Aberrant Behavior Checklist (irritability) [C, TA, Ad] A I-R, IC, T-T
Developmental Behaviour Checklist (disruptive/antisocial) [C, TA] A I-R, IC, T-T
ECI/CSI/ASI (oppositional defiant disorder; conduct disorder) [P, C, TA] B IC
Children’s Psychiatric Rating Scale (anger/uncooperativeness) [P, C, TA] B I-R
NCBRF (conduct problem) [C, TA] B I-R, IC, T-T
DASH-II (impulse control) [TA, Ad] B I-R, IC, T-T
Preschool Behavior Questionnaire (hostile-aggressive) [P] B I-R, T-T

Hyperactivity/Inattention/Impulsiveness†

Aberrant Behavior Checklist (hyperactivity) [C, TA, Ad] A I-R, IC, T-T
ECI/CSI/ASI (ADHD) [P, C, TA] B IC
Children’s Psychiatric Rating Scale (hyperactivity factor) [P, C, TA] B I-R
NCBRF (hyperactive) [C, TA] A I-R, IC, T-T
Preschool Behavior Questionnaire (hyperactive-distractible) [P] B I-R, T-T

Compulsive, Ritualistic, Perseverative‡

Repetitive Behavior Scale-Revised (stereotyped; self-injurious; compulsive; B I-R, IC, T-T
ritualistic; sameness; restricted behavior) [C, TA, Ad]
C-YBOCS/YBOCS (obsessions, compulsions) [C, TA, Ad] B I-R, T-T

Stereotypic Behavior Scale [C, TA, Ad] B I-R, IC, T-T
Aberrant Behavior Checklist (stereotypic behavior) [C, TA, A] B IR, IC, T-T

Anxiety and Fears§

ADAMS (general anxiety) [TA, Ad] B I-R, IC, T-T
Emotional Disorders Rating Scale (anxiety) [C, TA] B I-R, T-T
Fear Survey for Children-Revised [C, TA] B I-R, T-T
Preschool Behavior Questionnaire (anxious/fearful) [P] B I-R,TT
ECI/CSI/ASI (generalized anxiety disorder, separation anxiety disorder) [P, C, TA] B IT

Self-Injury**

Behavior Problems Inventory (self-injury) [C, TA, Ad] A I-R, IC, T-T
DASH-II (self-injurious behaviors) [TA, Ad] B I-R, IC
Repetitive Behavior Scale-Revised [C, TA, Ad] B I-R, IC, T-T
Self Injurious Behavior Questionnaire [TA, Ad] B Unknown

Other
ECI/CSI/ASI (major depressive disorder, dysthymia, bipolar disorder) [P, C, TA] B I-R, IC

* Volatile, emotional, sometimes explosive behavior. The following behaviors may be evident: temper tantrums, aggression, mood swings, self-
injury, destructiveness, outbursts, and/or screaming.

† Physical overactivity, marked difficulty sustaining attention, and impulsiveness. Such patients may be at risk in parking lots or near roads. They
may be exceptionally difficult to manage in stimulating environments, such as supermarkets and stores. In some patients, only one or two of
the elements may be present.

‡ Preoccupation with repetitive behaviors, expectation of repetitions from others, repeated speech (immediate or delayed), insistence on same-
ness within environment or routine, excessive preoccupation with narrow interests, and physically stereotyped movements.

§ Excessive worrying, nervousness, avoidance, and/or phobic responses in relation to events or stimuli.
** Repetitive mechanical acts, done voluntarily, that cause tissue damage to the person.
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Neuropsychological Approach
Selecting tests from published batteries has the

advantage of standardized administration as well as
test stimuli that can be used in multisite trials.
There are tests of attention, motor speed, executive
function, visual and auditory memory, and visual-
spatial and visual-constructive reasoning that can

be used on children as young as 2 years of age.
These tests can tap selected neurocognitive abilities
underlying cognition.

“Experimental” Tests with Roots in
Pharmacologic Trials
These tests often attempt to assess the child

while he or she is actually manipulating information
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Validity Outcome Studies Raters Limitations

Cn, Cr Y Pr, T, O  Few aggression items
Cn, Cr Y Pr, T, O  Some tangential items
Cn, Cr N Pr, T  Devised for typically developing children
Cn Y CL  Only 4 items
Cn Y Pr, T  Emphasizes disruptive behaviors
Cn N O  Normed with severe/profound MR group. DSM-IV-derived
Cn N T  Teacher only

Cn, Cr Y Pr, T, O N/A
Cn, Cr N Pr, T  Devised for typically developing children
Cn Y CL  Only 3 items
Cn Y Pr, T N/A
Cn N T  Only 4 items; teacher only

Cn, Cr N O  Psychometric data presented in conference;
peer-reviewed data not yet available

Y CL  Derived from normal-ability patients; compulsions only in non-
verbal patients; sensitivity to mild change may be limited

Cn N O  Confined to stereotypies
Cn, Cr Y Pr, T, O  Confined to stereotypies

Cn, Cr N Pr, CL,O  Only 7 items
Cr N O  Only 6 items; mediocre T-T reliability; difficult to obtain?
Cn, Cr N S N/A
Cn N T  Designated for preschoolers
Cn, Cr N Pr, T  Devised for typically developing children

Cn N O, Pr N/A
Cr N O  Primarily developed for subjects with severe mental retardation
Cn, Cr N O  Peer-reviewed data not available yet
Unknown Y O  Mixes aggressive and self-injurious behaviors

Cn, Cr N Pr, T Devised for typically developing children

ASDs=autism spectrum disorders; C=children (6–12 years of age); TA=teens/adolescents; Ad=Adults; A=highly recommended for the target behav-
ior; I-R=interrater reliability; IC=internal consistency; T-T=test-retest reliability; Cn=construct validity; Cr=criterion group validity Y=yes; Pr=parent;
T=teacher; O=other; ECI=Early Childhood Inventory; CSI=Child Symptom Inventory; ASI=Adolescent Symptom Inventory; P=preschoolers; B=less
enthusiasm that measure would be appropriate for the target behavior; N=no; CL=clinician; NCBRF=Nisonger Child Behavior Rating Form; DASH-
II=Diagnostic Assessment for the Severely Handicapped-Version II; MR=mentally retarded; DSM-IV=Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders, Fourth Edition; N/A=not applicable; ADHD=attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder; C-YBOCS=Children’s Yale-Brown Obsessive-
Compulsive Scale; YBOCS=Yale-Brown Obsessive-Compulsive Scale; ADAMS=Anxiety, Depression, and Mood Scale; S=self.
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“on the run.” Hence, static information, such as
might be assessed on many IQ tests, would not
qualify. Norms are often not available. It can be
challenging to find materials that a youngster with
autism will work with, but investigators have been
able to do so in the past. The Continuous
Performance Test (a vigilance task) is probably the
most commonly used measure in pediatric psy-
chopharmacology. Aman68 and Pearson and col-
leagues69 have adapted Continuous Performance
Tests with storybook figures as the stimuli. Aman68

has used a Matching-to-Sample task (memory for
colors) in which the child is shown a color (red,
yellow, or blue). The child presses the screen on
which the stimulus appears and three colors appear
shortly thereafter. The subject has to select the
color that is the same as the preceding color. There
is an algorithm that raises or reduces the time of
delay between the stimulus and test colors in rela-
tion to the subject’s accuracy to adjust to subject
differences in ability. The Matching-to-Sample par-
adigm was originally used to test pigeons, which
raises the question of whether the behavioral phar-
macology literature should be examined to see if
there are useful tasks that could be adapted for par-
ticipants who experience difficulty with standard
tests. One laboratory has had success using a dis-
crimination-learning task for assessing treatment
effects in children with autism.70

At time of this writing, the RUPP is employing
the Discrete Trials Trainer, a computer-controlled
program for teaching language to children with
ASDs and other disabilities. This program entails
the presentation of common objects followed by a
computer-generated voice asking the child to touch
one of the stimuli. The RUPP Autism Network had
to constrain the program so that it could not
change in difficulty level (ie, we have deliberately
programmed it to be constant for each child). The
Discrete Trials Trainer certainly measures motiva-
tion and may also assess elements of distractibility.
Of the various cognitive “tests” used by the RUPP,
this has been the easiest for children to perform (a
large majority able to do). Another test that has
been used with children having mental retardation
is the Classroom Analogue task.69 This simply
involves presenting the child with paper-and-pen-
cil materials (usually mathematics) and determin-
ing how many problems the child can solve in some
standard time. Although cognitive processing tasks
usually do not have norms, this should not be con-
sidered a fatal flaw, because all controlled trials
should have an appropriate comparison group or

condition. All of the cognitive processing tasks
mentioned here have been used successfully with
developmentally disabled children.

Cognitive Functioning: Conclusion
In general, the greatest challenge is finding

learning tasks that the participant can successfully
perform, are not overly motor dependent, and are
intriguing to the children of various cognitive lev-
els. To do so, the task may have to be seductive (as
in the case of the Discrete Trials Trainer), or adap-
tations may have to be made. For example, to make
the Purdue Pegboard Test less frustrating for chil-
dren with autism and highly irritable behavior, the
NIMH Autism RUPP group permitted the tester to
place masking tape over one column of holes to
avoid confusion for the child. As long as such adap-
tations are done in a consistent manner with both
treatment and control groups, this is a reasonable
approach. However, such adaptations would invali-
date the use of norms.

Side-Effects Assessment
We have relatively few recommendations for

assessing side effects within randomized clinical tri-
als. They are as follows. Interested readers are
referred to an excellent discussion of side effects
assessments in the developmental disabilities.70 Our
recommendations are based on measures previously
used in ASDs or mental retardation as well as issues
(eg, presence of enuresis, seizures) that often
emerge when working with patients having devel-
opmental disabilities. To take a concrete example,
degree of continence may wax and wane in a subset
of patients. The investigator will naturally want to
know if this is related to the agent under study or if
it merely is random “noise.”

Eliciting Side Effects
A drug that is highly effective, but unsafe, will

have little clinical utility. Thus, the importance of
measuring side effects in randomized clinical trials,
particularly in children, cannot be over-empha-
sized. There are different views on whether specifi-
cally to probe for side effects or to rely upon
spontaneous caregiver/participant report. Our opin-
ion is that there is more risk in underreporting side
effects than in over-reporting them. Hence we pre-
fer that investigators elicit side effects by direct
inquiry. Some researchers may be concerned that
active probing will result in “too many” side effects.
If the power of suggestion is responsible for such
reports, then they should appear equally often in
the placebo group as in the drug group.
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Height, Weight, and Laboratory Measures
Most psychotropic medicines have the capability

of causing weight gain or weight loss. In children,
concerns about growth suppression may also be
important to address. Moreover, if the agent con-
cerned has no demonstrable effect on appetite and/or
weight, such knowledge may be very important in
shaping clinical decisions. All else being equal, a par-
ticular side-effect profile may well determine medica-
tion choice. Given the ease with which height and
weight are obtained, it is hard to argue against mea-
suring them. It is rather standard to expect to see rel-
evant laboratory studies before and after treatment in
a randomized clinical trial. Some psychotropics may
cause alterations in cardiac conduction, liver, or kid-
ney function, and so on. In many situations for drugs
involving the population with ASDs, it is likely that
medications will be used for months or years rather
than days or weeks. Few studies look at the emer-
gence of side effects associated with chronic treat-
ment, but this is an area of investigation that should
be encouraged.

What Side Effect Scale To Use?
No current side effect scale is fully satisfactory for

every randomized clinical trial. Almost all current
instruments leave potential adverse events out that
could affect organ systems. Most drug researchers
develop lists of potential side effects based on the cur-
rent literature, the package insert (if available), and
theoretical mechanisms that might occur. For exam-
ple, there is a substantial literature indicating that
psychostimulants may cause stereotyped behavior in
rodents and other animals. This led the NIMH
Autism RUPP Network to include stereotypic behav-
ior on its list of potential side effects, despite the fact
that it is seldom seen with stimulant treatment.

Increased hyperactivity, tics, or ritualistic/stereo-
typic behavior have been observed in prior trials
using selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors,
secretin, and stimulants. Questionnaires for eliciting
these clinical or behavioral side effects should be con-
sidered for trials with subjects having ASDs. Sleep
difficulty is another area of potential change, as many
children with ASDs already have disrupted sleep
cycles. It is important to elicit information about
sleep before the trial begins. With participants having
mental retardation, some measure of incontinence
(urinary and fecal) should be considered as it often
does wax and wane over the course of a trial.

Extrapyramidal Side Effects
Most antipsychotic drugs are capable of causing a

range of neurological side effects, including tardive

dyskinesia, although the newer atypical antipsy-
chotics appear less prone to do so. For this reason, tri-
als of antipsychotic agents should include indices of
akathisia (eg, Barnes scale)73; extrapyramidal side
effects (eg, Simpson Angus Scale)74; and tardive dysk-
inesia (eg, Abnormal Involuntary Movement
Scale).75 The Dyskinesia Identification System
Condensed User Scale is a tool for assessing tardive
dyskinesia that was developed and normed for people
with developmental disabilities.72 Tics are another
potential side effect in subjects with ASDs, and tic
scales may be of special relevance in trials of stimu-
lants and related agents.

CONCLUSION
We are at a fairly early stage in developing a “psy-

chopharmacology of ASDs.” At this point, partly
because we have no proven intervention for core
autism symptoms, we do not know which instruments
are best for assessing these features, although there
are several candidates. As they are related to a core
feature of autism, language and communication out-
comes warrant assessment in randomized clinical tri-
als; they may also be useful for assessing cognitive
effects of drug interventions. Several key comorbid
problem areas were identified. Depending on the
area, potentially promising instruments are available,
although further psychometric assessment and evalu-
ation in clinical trials are clearly needed. The biggest
challenge with cognitive measures at this stage is
finding tasks that are attractive and flexible enough
that individuals with a wide range of abilities will be
able to perform them. Some tests that have been used
in pharmacological trials with subjects having mental
retardation may be applicable in this field. Finally,
side-effects assessments should probe for adverse
events known to occur with the agent concerned,
while addressing issues that may be of particular rele-
vance to the ASDs (eg, hyperactivity, ritualistic
behaviors, sleep pattern, incontinence).
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